
Vector Treasure Hunt
For this activity, find a groups of about 4 people that you can work with. Get for your group:

two metersticks
two pink cards, marked "Start" and "End", with the same group number
a stack of index cards

1. Pick a Start Location

Both the front wall of the room and the side walls are marked off with displacement in meter intervals. Find
some point in the room that is lined up with a number both at the front of the room and on the sides of the
room. Write down on a card what your coordinates are in the room, in the order (purple, blue). So, for
example:

(0m, 0m) is right at the front of the classroom, at the middle of the center board.
(-4m, 0m) is in front of the door.
(5m, 7m) is by Mr. Z.'s desk.
(0m, 4m) is right in the middle of the classroom.

Write your group number on this card as well. Then, stick your "Start" pink card on the floor at the location
you are starting at, carefully lining it up with its coordinates on both walls so that it will be easy for another
group to find.

2. Making the Treasure Hunt

You are now going to write a series of instructions that will take another group from the start location you
just placed, to an end location. You have ten minutes to do this part; write as many direction cards as you
can in that time.

You want to tell the other group, at each leg of the treasure hunt, how far they need to go, and in what
direction. The "how far" can be measured with a meter stick. For the direction, you can use compass
directions:

East is toward the windows, West is toward the walls.
North is toward the wall with Mr. Z.'s desk, South is toward the wall with the computer.

Start moving in one of these four directions, measuring out with a meter stick how far you are going. Lay
your two meter sticks end to end to measure more accurately. You should go a whole number of meters, not
a fraction. When you have gone as far as you want to for this leg of the trip, record the direction and
distance that you went on your top card. So, for example, if I had started at the front of the room and in the
first leg I moved forward, toward the windows, by 5 m, I would write on my first card "Group Z: (0m, 0m)"
and on the second card, "5m E."

You can stick your "End" card temporarily to the floor where you end up, to mark your place. Then, start
off in some other direction, repeating the process. Your goal right now is to make as many direction cards as
you can in these 10 minutes, so your treasure hunt will be tough for them to do.



3. Making Things a Bit Harder

When the time for making the hunt is up, leave your "End" card where it was after the last segment that you
recorded. Take the stack of cards that you have assembled. Setting aside the card with your group number
and start location, shuffle the direction cards. Then, put your start location card back on top, and pass the
cards to another group.

4. Following Someone Else's Directions

When you receive a stack of cards from another group, go to the coordinates of their start location and look
around until you find their "Start" card. Starting from there, follow the directions one at a time, setting each
aside after you do it so that you don't accidentally follow the same card twice.

1) Suppose you find that the next card in the stack would require you
to walk through a wall in order to continue. What can you do?

2) Did you end up at the end location placed by the other group?

When you are done following the directions, give the whole stack of cards back to the group that made it.

Once everyone has followed out the other group's directions, and has either found or not found the end
location that group placed, we'll get back togetehr and discuss the following questions as a group. Answer
the questions below based on what we discuss. You don't have to write down everything the clas says, just
whatever you think was the best explanation.

3) Why did all the groups end up approximately where the other group
set up the hunt to go, even though the cards were shuffled?

4) Suppose I gave you a stack of cards, and you wanted to figure out
where the end point was without haveing to walk around the room. What
could you do instead?



5. Making a Map

One strategy we might have mentioned is making a map, a scaled-down representation of the room where
we can easily draw out the effect of each instruction. A map of the room is shown below.

Draw a square on the map at your start position.
Starting from there, draw each instruction as an arrow in the direction it tells you to go in, with the
length it tells you in meters. Each arrow should start at the end (the pointy part) of the arrow you drew
last.
Draw a triangle where the instructions lead you to.

E (windows)

N S

W (whiteboards)

5) What are the coordinates on the map of your triangle? List the
horizontal (x axis) coordinate first.

6) Go to those coordinates in the room. Is that the correct location
of your end position?

7) Draw a straight arrow on your graph that starts at your Start
square and ends at the End triangle. This arrow represents your
displacement during the whoel treasure hunt, the amount you've moved
from your start location. What two direction cards would be sufficient
to represent your displacement?



6. Adding Coordinates Separately

One other strategy that was mentioned in the group discussion was to figure out separately how each
direction would affect your coordinates. Sort out your directions into four piles for the four directions.

8) a) What total distance north did you go?

   b) What total distance south did you go?

   c) What total distance east did you go?

   d) What total distance west did you go?

7) a) Add your North sum to your starting purple coordinate, and
subtract the South sum. What should your ending purple coordinate be?

   b) Add your East sum to your starting blue coordinate, and subtract
your West sum. What should your ending blue coordinate be?

   c) Does this agree with what you found from the map and from
walking around the room?

In physics terms, when you add up all the directions along both axes, you get a single pair of directions that
would get you straight to where you were going; for example, it may be (5m North, 3m West). This is
another way of representing your total displacement during the time; it is how far and in what direction you
have moved from your start position.


